6 POSITION DUPLEX LC FIBER ADAPTER PANEL
CUSTOMER DRAWING

PANDEUT P/N | ADAPTER HOUSING COLOR | SPLIT SLEEVE TYPE
FAP6WA0DLC | AQUA | PHOS BRONZE
FAP6WB0DLC | BLACK | ZIRCONIA
FAP6WEIDLC | ELECTRIC IVORY | ZIRCONIA
FAP6WA0DLCZ | AQUA | PHOS BRONZE
FAP6WB0DLCZ | BLUE

NOTES:
1. SEE CURRENT CATALOG FOR PART NUMBER SUFFIXES TO INDICATE COLOR AND/OR PACKAGE QUANTITIES.
2. SEE CATALOG FOR COMPLETE LIST OF PARTS APPLICABLE FOR USE WITH THIS PRODUCT.
3. MATERIALS:
   a. PLATE: C.R.S. POWDER COATED
   b. ADAPTER: COMPOSITE, SEE TABLE
   c. SPLIT SLEEVE: SEE TABLE
4. DIMENSIONS IN BRACKETS ARE METRIC.